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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we will discuss about some of the common mesh representation
techniques. We will also discuss about GPUs history. We will conclude this chapter
by discussing about CUDA parallel programming paradigm.

1.1

Motivation
Scientists and engineers often use computer simulation as a tool to model

problems related to stress and strain analysis. Finite element methods are often used
to obtain answers to a broad range of simulation problems. For example, in aircraft
design it is imperative to perform analysis on stress caused due to the forces such
as air pressure. Using ﬁnite element analysis it is possible to make sure that the
aircraft does not succumb to external forces while actual ﬂying. In ﬁnite element
analysis (FEA), a large domain is divided into a mesh of many small sub-domains.
These sub-domains are called ﬁnite elements. Triangular elements are one of the
popular types of area elements. Stress analysis using FEA involves calculation of
displacement variations along the edges of the ﬁnite elements (caused by deforming
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forces). These displacement variations are modeled as simple polynomial functions
(linear or quadratic) for the analysis.
Finite element meshes are formed by mesh generation methods like the Octree
[2], Delaunay [3], and Advancing Front methods [4]. A suitable ﬁnite element mesh
can enable the FEA to obtain an accurate solution to a problem in a relatively short
time. However, none of the methods mentioned above are guaranteed to produce a
good quality mesh. Therefore, meshes generated by these methods are often transformed into better quality meshes using a smoothing approach. The size of the meshes
varies from a few hundred vertices up to millions of vertices. Using serial computing,
a signiﬁcant amount of time is usually required for mesh smoothing, especially if the
mesh has many vertices. In many cases, the mesh smoothing algorithm has to be run
iteratively multiple times (i.e., if the mesh is to become a quality mesh).
Parallel operation might help reduce the smoothing time. Modern computers
provide support for parallel operations using multiple cores to speed up the applications. But most CPUs have just one, two, or four cores, thus limiting the maximum
performance of the application. Supercomputers and clusters do provide an alternative to improve performance even further, but their usage cost is much higher. GPUs
on the other hand, which have hundreds of cores and superior memory bandwidth,
present an inexpensive yet often eﬀective alternative. Therefore, a GPU is a promising choice for quickly smoothing a mesh with large number of vertices. Few parallel
mesh smoothing approaches exist, however.
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1.2

Background- Mesh Representation
A 3D polygonal mesh is a collection of planar polygonal facets, each deﬁned by

a connected set of vertices. A 2D polygonal mesh is a collection of polygonal facets,
each coplanar with one another, and each deﬁned as a connected set of vertices. In
both cases these connections are edges. An example of a 2D mesh with triangular
facets is shown in Figure 1.1.
Each vertex of a mesh is typically assigned a unique unsigned integer identiﬁer
called a vertex index. Faces and edges of a triangular mesh are represented by triplets
and duplets of vertex integers, respectively.
There are various ways to represent triangular meshes. Some of the common
ways to represent them are described next.

Figure 1.1: Lake Superior mesh. Reproduced from [5]

1.2.1

Vertex-vertex Mesh
The ﬁrst mesh representation we consider is the vertex-vertex representation

[19]. For each vertex, the vertex-vertex representation of a mesh stores all the ver-
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tices connected to the vertex. Figure 1.2 (on the left) illustrates the vertex-vertex
representation of a mesh shown on the right side of the ﬁgure. As shown in the ﬁgure,
the vertex list stores the coordinates of vertices along with the vertices each vertex is
connected to. For example, in the ﬁgure the coordinates of vertex V0 is (0,10), and
the connections are to vertices V1, V3 and V4. The vertex-vertex representation [21]
of meshes does not explicitly store face or edge information.

Figure 1.2: Vertex-vertex triangular mesh

1.2.1.1

Face-vertex Mesh

The second mesh representation we consider is the face-vertex representation
[20]. It stores face information of a mesh. The face information is stored in a face
list. An illustration of one mesh and its face and vertex lists are shown in Figure 1.3.
As shown in the ﬁgure, for the face f0, the face list stores vertices V0, V3 and V4.

4

Figure 1.3: Face-vertex triangular mesh

1.2.1.2

Winged-edge Mesh

The third mesh representation we consider is the winged-edge mesh representation [6]. It was introduced by Baumgart in 1975. This representation of a mesh requires more space compared to the vertex-vertex and face-vertex mesh representations
since it explicitly stores the information about vertices, faces and edges. The edge
information is stored in an edge list. According to Baumgart, in this representation,
for each edge, the “four immediate neighboring edges clockwise and counterclockwise
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about its face perimeter as seen from the exterior side of the surface of a polyhedron
are also stored” [6]. The other edges may be traversed incrementally. For example,
for the input mesh given in Figure 1.4 (the front view is shown at the top left and
the back view is shown at the top right), the edge e0 is made of two vertices, V0 and
V1. This edge is associated with two faces, f1 and f12. In order to traverse face f1, it
uses edges e9 and e10. And, in order to traverse face f12, it uses edges e23 and e20.
Therefore, these edges are the immediate edges and they are the ones stored in the
edge-list for edge e0 (this is also shown in the edge list in Figure 1.4).

1.3

Triangular Mesh Smoothing
Mesh smoothing is a process of producing a good quality mesh. Good quality

meshes are needed in ﬁnite element analysis in order to produce accurate results,
often given a time constraint. Most triangular mesh smoothing algorithms involve
moving an existing vertex to some new position that produces a better triangle shape
without changing connectivity information of vertices or mesh topology.
The quality of mesh generated can be compared using various metrics. Some
of the metrics used to compare the quality of mesh generated are enumerated below:
1. Angle ratio. The angle ratio [1] is a ratio of the minimum angle to the maximum angle of a triangle. If the average angle ratio for a given mesh element is
close to 1, the mesh element is of superior quality.
2. Length ratio.

Given a triangle with edges e1, e2 and e3 whose lengths

are l1, l2 and l3, respectively, with distances from these edges to the vertex
6

Figure 1.4: Illustration of winged-edge mesh

opposite of h1, h2 and h3, respectively, the length ratio can be deﬁned as
min(h1/l1, h2/l2, h3/l3). For an equilateral triangle the length ratio is 0.866
[1].
3. Average ratio. We consider two average ratios. Each is the average of the
ratios (either angle or length) of the triangles of the mesh. A mesh with an
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average angle ratio of 1 or an average length ratio of 0.866 is made up of all
equilateral triangles. [1]
4. Median ratio. The median ratio is the median of mesh element ratios (either
angle or length) of the triangles of the mesh. The median angle ratio for an
ideal mesh is 1. The median length ratio for an ideal mesh is 0.866. [1]
5. Minimum angle. Minimum angle is the single smallest angle of any triangle
of the mesh. An ideal mesh would have a minimum angle of 600 , in which case
the mesh is made of all equilateral triangles [1].
6. Standard Deviation. We consider two standard deviations. They are the
variation of angle ratio or length ratio around the mean angle ratio or mean
length ratio, respectively. For an ideal mesh, standard deviation should be close
to 0 [1].

1.4

Graphical Processing Units (GPUs)
In the past 10 years, the microprocessor industry has had two main strate-

gies for microprocessor designs [7]. Both involve providing many more processing
resources than previously. The ﬁrst is a multi-core strategy. It focuses on execution
(usually of multiple serial programs) using multiple cores. The other is a many-core
strategy. It focuses more on throughput of parallel applications. Intel CPUs are
examples of multi-core microprocessors. Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) are examples of many-core microprocessors. The number of cores in a processor tends to
increase in each new semiconductor generation. In Figure 1.5, which we reproduced
8

from Kirk and Hwu [8], the gFLOPS performance of GPUs versus CPUs is shown.
Many-core processors, especially GPUs, have led in ﬂoating-point performance since
2003. In 2009, the maximum achievable speeds for CPUs were in the range of 100
gFLOPS whereas that of GPUs were in the range of 1000 gFLOPS. Peak ﬂoatingpoint performance of many-core GPUs is about 10 times that of CPUs.
Next, the history of GPUs is discussed.

Figure 1.5: Performance gap between GPUs and CPUs. Reproduced from [8]

1.4.1

First Generation GPUs
The GPUs developed before 1998 are called ﬁrst generation GPUs [9]. Exam-

ples of these GPUs are NVIDIA’s TNT2, ATI’s Rage, and 3dx’s Voodoo3 [9]. This
9

generation of GPUs could generate and change individual pixel values. This generation GPUs have two main limitations [9]. First, they don’t have capabilities to
transform 3D objects, which instead occurs in CPU. Second, they could not compute
the proper color of rasterized objects because they lacked math operations required
for the computation [9].

1.4.2

Second Generation GPUs
Second generation GPUs includes GPUs that were developed from year 1999

to 2000 such as NVIDIA’s GeForce 256 and GeForce2, ATI’s Radeon 7500, and S3’s
Savage3D [9]. The key feature of second generation GPUs was fast vertex transformation. Unlike ﬁrst generation GPUs, second generation GPUs were more conﬁgurable
however, second generation GPUs still lacked true programmable capabilities [9].

1.4.3

Third Generation GPUs
Third generation GPUs includes GPUs that were developed from 2001 to 2002,

such as NVIDIA’s GeForce3 and GeForce4 Ti, the GPU in Microsoft’s Xbox, and
ATI’s Radeon 8500 [9]. Unlike the second generation GPUs, this generation of GPUs
were programmable. Though, for this generation of GPUs application programmer
can specify instructions for processing vertices, it still lacked true pixel programmability [9].
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1.4.4

Fourth Generation GPUs
Fourth generation GPUs include GPUs that were developed from 2002 on-

wards. They include GPUs such as NVIDIA’s GeForce Fx family with the CineFx
architecture and ATI’s Radeon 9700 [9]. Fourth generation GPUs add pixel-level
programmability, which allows these GPUs to completely oﬄoad the CPU from performing complex vertex-level transformations and pixel-shading operations. Application programming interfaces for rendering 3D and 2D graphics objects, such as
DirectX 9 and various OpenGL extensions, exposed the vertex-level and pixel-level
programmability of these GPUs [9].

1.5

Code Uniﬁed Device Architecture (CUDA)
CUDA is a parallel computing platform and programming model invented by

NVIDIA. It increases the performance of an application by harnessing the power of
graphical processing units [10]. For a CUDA programmer the computing system is
viewed as consisting of host and device. Host refers to the CPU (where usually the
serial portion of the code runs). Device refers to the GPU (where the highly parallel
portions of the code runs). Many modern day applications include some section of
their code that exhibits a rich amount of data parallelism. A CUDA-capable device
accelerates the execution of this application by exploiting data parallelism [8].
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1.5.1

Data Parellelism
Data parallelism refers to a property where some operations can be performed

simultaneously to multiple data items (e.g., to each element of an array). For example,
addition of two vectors A and B to make a vector C can be performed in a data
parallel way. Each element of the output vector C is dependent only on corresponding
elements of A and B and is given by C[i] = A[i]+B[i], where i varies from 1 to M
(as illustrated in Figure 1.6). The addition sign in between the vectors indicates the
addition operation can be performed in parallel.

1

1

1

2

2

2

=

+

M

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

M

M

A

B

C

Figure 1.6: Illustration of Vector addition

1.5.2

CUDA Program Structure
A CUDA program consists of host code and device code. Host code executes

on the CPU. Device code executes on the GPU. Usually, the part of the program that
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exhibits the greatest amount of data parallelism is run as device code. The NVIDIA
C compiler (nvcc) separates the two codes during the compilation process. The host
code is straight ANSI C and is compiled with the CPU’s standard C compilers. It
runs as an ordinary CPU process. The device code runs on the GPU. The device
code is written using ANSI C, extended with keywords for labeling data-parallel
functions, called kernels, and their associated data structures. The execution of a
CUDA program starts with the host code. When any kernel function is invoked, the
device code begins to run. A large number of threads are generated to implement the
device code. Each thread operates on a diﬀerent portion of data simultaneously.

1.5.3

Device Memory and Data Transfer
In CUDA, the host and device codes have separate memory spaces. This ar-

rangement requires host data to be copied to device memory before invoking the kernel. It also requires copying host data back to device memory after kernel execution.
CUDA provides an application programming interface (API) to help programmer get
these activities performed. Device memory is allocated using the cudaMalloc() function. Data transfer between host and device is performed using the cudaMemcpy()
function [8].

1.5.4

Kernel Function
Every CUDA kernel is started with the CUDA speciﬁc key word

global

.

This keyword indicates that the function being declared is a device code that runs
on the GPU. A simple CUDA code for the addition of two vectors is shown in Figure
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1.7. The listing only shows the kernel portion of the CUDA code. The next section
will describe in detail the organization of CUDA threads inside a kernel.
// CUDA kernel.Each thread operates on unique elements of a and b.
__global__ void vectoraddition(double *a, double *b, double *c, int n){
/* Global index of vector a or vector b.*/
int index = blockIdx.x*blockDim.x+threadIdx.x;
if (index < n) //check if global index is out of bound
c[id] = a[id] + b[id];
}

Figure 1.7: Simple CUDA program

1.5.5

CUDA Thread Organization
A CUDA kernel is organized into two levels of hierarchy. They are called grid

and (thread) block. It is the responsibility of the CUDA programmer to initialize
grid and block dimension before the CUDA kernel is invoked. A grid in CUDA is a
collection of (thread) blocks, which in turn are a collection of related threads. This
arrangement is illustrated by Figure 1.8. This ﬁgure shows a grid with six thread
blocks. In the ﬁgure, the grid dimension is 3x2x1 (i.e., there are two rows of thread
blocks, each row consisting of three thread blocks). Each thread block is uniquely
identiﬁed by an (x,y,z) value. Here, x refers to the position of a thread block along
the horizontal x dimension, y refers to the position of a thread block along the vertical
y dimension and z refers to the position of a thread block along the z dimension. For
most of the CUDA programs, a two dimension grid (i.e., along x and y) is used. The
(x, y) value of each thread block is indicated in the top portion of the Figure 1.8.
In the ﬁgure, the thread block at the top left corner is identiﬁed as Block(0,0). The
14

values of x increase as we move towards the right and the values of y increase as we
move towards the bottom. Each thread in a thread block is also uniquely identiﬁed
by an (x,y,z) value. These values follow the same pattern as that of grid. The bottom
part of the Figure 1.8 shows the thread block named as Block(1,1). The thread
dimension for this block is 3x4x1 (i.e., there are 3 rows of threads with 4 threads in
each row). In Block(1,1), the top left corner thread is identiﬁed by the value (0,0).
This is indicated by Thread(0,0) in the ﬁgure.

Figure 1.8: Grid of Thread Blocks. Reproduced from [11]

1.5.6

Thread Assignments
The execution units in current generation GPUs are organized as a collec-

tion of streaming multiprocessors. Once a CUDA kernel is launched, each block of
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threads is assigned to these streaming multiprocessors. Each streaming multiprocessor has streaming processors that execute a collection of threads (16 or 32) in single
instruction multiple data format. These collections of threads are called warps.
For a GPU with two streaming multiprocessors, four thread blocks are assigned
to each streaming multiprocessor. For a GPU with four streaming multiprocesors,
two thread blocks are assigned to each streaming multiprocessor. If each streaming
processor can execute 32 threads at once and there are 8 such streaming processors
in a streaming multiprocesor, the total number of threads simultaneously executing
in a streaming multiprocessor is 256 (8x32).

Figure 1.9: Thread blocks scheduling. Reproduced from [11]

Figure 1.9 shows an example of a GPU kernel from Nvidia [11] with eight
thread blocks. It also shows two streaming multiprocessors (shown on the left side of
16

the ﬁgure) and a GPU with four streaming multiprocessors (shown on the right side
of the ﬁgure).

1.6

Summary
In this chapter, we described some popular mesh representation techniques.

We also discussed about mesh smoothing and its necessity in ﬁnite element analysis. We also presented some basic background on GPU and CUDA programming
paradigm. In the following chapters, we will describe three 2D mesh smoothing algorithms and then our approaches of parallelizing each of them on a GPU using
CUDA.
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CHAPTER 2

2D MESH SMOOTHING ALGORITHMS

This chapter describes a popular 2D mesh smoothing algorithm and two alternatives to it that have been previously described in the literature. The popular
algorithm is the Laplacian Mesh Smoothing Algorithm [12]. The two alternatives are
Zhou and Shimada’s and Xu and Newman’s Mesh Smoothing Algorithms [13, 14].

2.1

Laplacian Mesh Smoothing Algorithm
The Laplacian Mesh Smoothing Algorithm [12] is a commonly used mesh

smoothing algorithm. It chooses the new position of an internal vertex (e.g., the
vertex vi in Figure 2.1) using information about its neighbors.
The algorithm has two main steps. The steps are as follows:
Step 1: Find the neighbors of each internal vertex.
Step 2: Calculate a new position vi� =(x�i ,yi� ) of each internal vertex vi using Equations
2.1 and 2.2:

x�i

=
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k
�

xj

j=1

k

,

(2.1)

yi�

=

k
�

j=1

k

yj
,

(2.2)

where k represents the total number of neighbors of the internal vertex and
(xj ,yj ) refers to the location of vertex vj , a neighbor of vertex vi . These
equations calculate the new position of an internal vertex as the average of
the position of the vertices that neighbor it. In other words, if we consider
all the neighboring vertices to be vertices of a polygon, the new position of
the internal vertex is given by the centroid of that polygon. In the example
�

in Figure 2.1, the centroid is also shown, labelled as vi .

Figure 2.1: Mesh Example and Laplacian Mesh Smoothing

The Laplacian Mesh Smoothing Algorithm is computationally inexpensive and
straightforward to implement. Despite its simplicity, this algorithm is often considered
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a sub-standard choice for ﬁnite element analysis because there are cases where it
produces poor quality or even invalid meshes. An example for which the Laplacian
Mesh Smoothing results in an invalid mesh is shown in Figure 2.2. In this example,
the internal vertex is moved by the algorithm to a new position that is outside of the
mesh boundary. In other cases, the smoothed mesh may still be valid but be worse
in quality than the original mesh. An example for which the smoothed mesh is still
valid but is worse than original mesh is shown in Figure 2.3. It can be seen here that
the triangles of the original mesh are more uniform in size than the triangles in the
smoothed mesh.

(i) Original mesh

(ii) Smoothed mesh

Figure 2.2: Example of invalid mesh after Laplacian smoothing

The Laplacian Mesh Smoothing Algorithm can be applied iteratively, however
in practice only a few iterations of the Laplacian smoothing are usually performed. In
fact, in some cases the quality of the mesh worsens if the Laplacian Mesh Smoothing
is applied for multiple iterations.
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(i) Original mesh

(ii) Smoothed mesh

Figure 2.3: Example of bad mesh after Laplacian smoothing

Figure 2.4: Mesh example and Zhou and Shimada’s smoothing

2.2

Zhou and Shimada’s Mesh Smoothing Algorithm
The Zhou and Shimada Mesh Smoothing Algorithm [13] is an angle based

mesh smoothing algorithm. It considers pairs of angles at each vertex neighboring an
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internal vertex. For example, as illustrated for one mesh in Figure 2.4, for each vertex
vj neighboring an internal vertex vi , there are k pairs of angles (α1 and α2 ) formed
between vj vi and vj vj+1 and vj vj−1 , where k is the number of neighbors of vertex vi .
The algorithm has four main steps. These steps are as follows:
Step 1: For each neighbor to internal vertex vi , ﬁnd a α1 and α2 using Equations 2.3
and 2.4:

→
−
→
a−
aj · −
j +1
α1 = arccos −
,
�→
a � · �−
a−→�

(2.3)

→
→
−
a−
aj · −
j −1
α2 = arccos →
→ ,
�−
aj � · � −
a−
j −1 �

(2.4)

j

j +1

→
→
−−→
→
−
where −
aj , −
a−
j +1 and aj −1 are vectors which originate from vertex vj and � aj �,
−−→
− −−→
→
−−→
→
�−
a−
j +1 � and �aj −1 � are magnitudes of vectors aj , aj +1 and aj −1 , respectively.
Step 2: For each such vertex, calculate half the diﬀerence between the two angles (α 1
and α2 ) obtained in Step 1. This diﬀerence between two angles is represented
by γj and is given by Equation 2.5:

γj =

α2 − α1
.
2

(2.5)

−
Step 3: Rotate the vector →
aj about the vertex vj by angle γj and record the resulting
location vi�� =(x��i ,yi�� ) of vi . The location vi�� is given by Equations 2.6 and 2.7:
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x��i = xj + (xi − xj ) cos γj − (yi − yj )sinγj ,

(2.6)

yi�� = yj + (xi − xj ) sin γj + (yi − yj )cosγj ,

(2.7)

where (xj ,yj ) is the location of vertex vj and (xi ,yi ) is the location of internal
vertex vi before smoothing.
Step 4: After Steps 1 through 3 have been performed for all the neighbors, there will
be k values vi�� . Calculate the new location of the internal vertex as an average
of all these vi�� locations using Equations 2.8 and 2.9:

x�i =

yi� =

k
�

i=1

x��i

k

k
�

i=1

,

(2.8)

,

(2.9)

yi��

k

where k is the number of neighbors of vertex vi .
The Zhou and Shimada Mesh Smoothing Algorithm can be applied iteratively,
which might further improve the quality of the mesh. Figure 2.5 illustrates an example
where this algorithm is run for multiple iterations. The input mesh for this example
is shown in Figure 2.5(i). It can be seen from Figure 2.5(ii), 2.5(iii) and 2.5(iv), that
the triangles of the smoothed mesh get more uniform with each iteration.
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(i) Original mesh

(ii) Mesh after ﬁrst iteration

(iii) Mesh after second iteration (iv) Mesh after third iteration

Figure 2.5: Illustration of Zhou and Shimada’s smoothing for multiple iterations

2.3

Xu and Newman Mesh Smoothing Algorithm
The Xu and Newman Mesh Smoothing Algorithm [14] is also an angle based

smoothing algorithm. As illustrated for one mesh in Figure 2.6, this algorithm tries
to move internal vertices to better locations. The ﬁgure shows how the algorithm’s
processing works. The internal vertex is labelled vi . The algorithm tries to minimize
the square of the distance between the internal vertex and a line which bisects the
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angle of size (α1 + α2 ) subtended by two consecutive sides (labelled as Sj−1 and
Sj ) of the polygon whose sides are formed by the edges between the internal vertex’s
neighbors. The line is labelled Lj in the ﬁgure. The distance is labelled D in the ﬁgure.
This algorithm does its vertex movement based on Gauss-Newton optimization [15].
The next section discusses the Gauss-Newton optimization. After that, we describe
the steps needed to perform the Xu and Newman Mesh Smoothing Algorithm.

Figure 2.6: Xu and Newman Smoothing

2.3.1

Gauss-Newton Optimization
Gauss-Newton optimization [15] is an iterative algorithm used to solve non-

linear least square problems. Given m functions r=(r1 ,...,rm ) of n variables β=(β1 ,...,βn )
with m≥n, the Gauss-Newton optimization iteratively minimizes the sum of squares
of values of function r at β, as shown by Equation 2.10:
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Q(β) = min

m
�

ri2 (βi ).

(2.10)

i=1

In this equation Q(β) is called the objective function.
In the Gauss-Newton optimization, an initial value of β, which we label β (0) ,
is chosen arbitrarily. The value of β is updated iteratively until there is an iteration
that changes it less than or equal to the precision deﬁned by the user (we will use
superscripts on β to indicate the iteration producing the β value). The value of β is
updated in an iteration using Equation 2.11:

β (s+1) = β (s) − (JrT Jr )−1 JrT r(β (s) ),

(2.11)

where s is the iteration number that produced the β to be updated, Jr represents
the Jacobian matrix and JTr represents the transpose of the Jacobian matrix. The
Jacobian matrix of a function r has rows of the form given by Equation 2.12:

∂(ri ) (s)
(β ).
∂(βi )

(2.12)

The Jacobian matrix can be written in an expanded form as:


∂(r1 )
 ∂(β1 )



 ∂(r2 )
 ∂(β1 )
Jr = 
 .
 ..




∂(rm )
∂(β1 )

···
···
..
.
···
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∂(r1 )
∂(βn ) 



∂(r2 ) 
∂(βn ) 
.
.. 
. 




∂(rm )
∂(βn )

2.3.2

Vertex Updates
In the Xu and Newman Mesh Smoothing Algorithm, the new location of an

internal vertex vi is updated in each iteration during the optimization process. For
each vertex vi , the location is updated in such a way that it is close to line Lj , the
angle bisector of two consecutive sides of the polygon. In other words, the algorithm
tries to ﬁnd an optimal position of each internal vertex close to its line Lj . Thus, Xu
and Newman’s Mesh Smoothing Algorithm uses data ﬁtting approach.
Typically, when Gauss-Newton optimization is used for a data ﬁtting problem,
instead of using Equation 2.11, it uses Equation 2.13:

β (s+1) = β (s) + (JrT Jr )−1 JrT r(β (s) ).

(2.13)

For fast convergence of the Gauss-Newton optimization, we use Equation 2.14.

β (s+1) = β (s) + λd(s) r(β (s) ),

(2.14)

where λ is a positive value between 0 and 1. In this equation, d(s) is expressed as:
d(s) = (JrT Jr )−1 JrT .

2.3.3

(2.15)

Algorithm Steps for Xu and Newman’s Smoothing Algorithm
The series of steps required for Xu and Newman’s Smoothing Algorithm are

described in this section. The algorithm has 18 main steps. These steps are as follows:
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Step 1: Initialize the value of ρ=10, n=0 and �=0.00001. Here � is predeﬁned precision
and ρ is the maximum number of iterations.
−
→
→
Step 2: Using Equations 2.3 and 2.4, ﬁnd angles between vectors −
a−
j−1 and aj , and
→
−
→ −−→
−−→
−
→
a−
aj and −
j+1 , where aj , aj+1 and aj−1 are vectors which originate from vertex
vj and connect it to adjacent neighbor vertices of vi .
Step 3: Find the diﬀerence γj between vj vi and vj vj+1 , and vj vi and vj vj−1 using
→
Equation 2.5 and use that to rotate vector −
a j about the vertex vj . Equations
2.6 and 2.7 give the new location vi�� =(x��i ,yi�� ) of vertex vi .
Step 4: Find the equation of the angle bisectors line Lj , using two points (xj ,yj ) and
(x��i ,yi�� ). The equation of this line, in two-point form is:

Lj (x, y) = Aj x + Bj y + Cj = 0,

(2.16)

where Aj and Bj and Cj are given by:

Aj = yi�� − yj ,

(2.17)

Bj = xj − x��i ,

(2.18)

Cj = yj x��i + xj yi�� .

(2.19)
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Step 5: Find the distance between the location of internal vertex vni = (xni , yin ) and
the line found in Step 3. The distance between line Lj and vertex vni is
represented by D(vni ,Lj ) and is given by Equation 2.20:

D(vin , Lj ) =

Aj (xni )2 + Bj (yin )2 + Cj
�
.
2
2
Aj + B j

(2.20)

Step 6: Repeat Steps 1 through 4 for all the neighbors of internal vertex vi .
Step 7: Calculate the Jacobian matrix and the coeﬃcients of the objective function
(given in Equation 2.21) using the equations of the line obtained in Step 3.
For Xu and Newman Mesh Smoothing Algorithm, the Jacobian matrix is
constant throughout the optimization process. For an internal vertex vi with
k neighbors, the size of the Jacobian Matrix is k*2 and is given by:




 A1 B 1 




A B 
 2
2
.
Ji = 
 .
.. 
 ..
. 






Ak B k
The objective function is given by Equation 2.21:

O(vin )

=

k
�

D(vin , Lj )2 .

(2.21)

j=1

Step 8: Start with initial guess vni as (xi ,yi ), where (xi ,yi ) is the initial location of
internal node vi before smoothing.
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Step 9: Calculate the value of O(vni ) and O(vni + dn ) using Equation 2.21. The value
of d(n) is calculated using Equation 2.22:

d(n) = (JiT Ji )−1 JiT r((v n )),

(2.22)

where r((v n )) is a vector of line function Lj . There are k such equations of
lines for an internal vertex vi with k neighbor vertices. We compute the value
of each of these line equations at v n .
Step 10: Calculate the value of (O(vni + dn ) - O(vni ))/O(vni ). If this value is less than
or equal to predeﬁned precision �, go to Step 18.
= vni +dn and increment the value of n by 1
Step 11: If O(vni + dn ) < O(vni ), set vn+1
i
and go to Step 9.
Step 12: Obtain a quadratic equation with respect to variable µ using objective function O(vni + µ dn ). Find the value of µ at critical points.
Step 13: Calculate the values of the objective function O(vni +λn dn ) for the cases where
λn = 0, λn = 1, λn = µ. The value of λ is set according to the relation given
below:





0, if min(O(vin + λn d n )) is at λn = 0





n
λ = 1, if min(O(v n + λn d n )) is at λn = 1
i








µ, if min(O(vin + λn d n )) is at λn = µ
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Step 14: If O(vni + dn ) < O(vni ) and the value of n is less than ρ, increment n by 1 and
go to Step 9.
Step 15: Set λn =

λn
.
2

= vni +λn dn .
Step 16: Set vn+1
i
Step 17: Increment value of n by 1 and go to Step 14.
Step 18: Stop.

(i) Original mesh

(ii) Smoothed mesh

Figure 2.7: Illustration of Xu and Newman smoothing.

The ﬁnal location of internal vertex vi is given by vni , where n is less than equal
to the maximum number of iterations (ρ), which was initialized at the start of the
algorithm. For the input mesh shown in Figure 2.7(i), a single iteration of Xu and
Newman’s Smoothing Algorithm produces the output mesh shown in Figure 2.7(ii).
It can be seen here that the triangles of the output mesh become signiﬁcantly more
uniform than they were in the input mesh.
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2.4

Summary
In this chapter, three existing 2D mesh smoothing algorithms were described.

They are the Laplacian mesh smoothing algorithm, the Zhou and Shimada mesh
smoothing algorithm and the Xu and Newman mesh smoothing algorithm.
The Laplacian algorithm is simple and computationally inexpensive as compared to the other two algorithms. However, the Laplacian mesh smoothing is often a
substandard choice for ﬁnite element analysis because it may produce a bad or invalid
mesh.
The Zhou and Shimada algorithm is computationally more expensive than the
Laplacian algorithm. Its computational cost is still lower than the Xu and Newman
algorithm, though. The Zhou and Shimada algorithm can be applied iteratively,
which might further improve the quality of mesh.
The Xu and Newman algorithm uses an optimization strategy which is computationally the most expensive among the three algorithms. It produces a better
quality mesh than the other two algorithms in a single iteration. Like the Zhou and
Shimada algorithm, it can be applied iteratively which might further improve the
quality of the mesh.
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CHAPTER 3

TECHNIQUES

This chapter discusses the approaches for parallelizing 2D mesh smoothing
algorithms on current generation GPUs developed in our research.

3.1

Mesh Smoothing Phases
At a high level, our parallel approaches have three phases. They are the Pre-

processing Phase, the GPU-processing Phase and the Post-processing Phase.

Figure 3.1: Phases in mesh smoothing

A diagram of the processing is shown in Figure 3.1. Before describing details
about these processing phases, we will describe the structure of the input ﬁle.
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3.1.1

Input
Our input to our algorithm is a triangular 2D mesh with tv vertices and tf

faces, presented in object ﬁle format (OFF). An OFF ﬁle is arranged as follows:
Line 1:
OFF
Line 2:
tv tf te
Next tv lines:
x1 y 1
. .
. .
. .
xtv y tv
Final tf lines:
n1 v1 v2 ...vn1
n2 v1 v2 ...vn2
. . .
. . .
ntf v1 v2 ...vntf
The ﬁrst line of an OFF ﬁle begins with the word OFF. It represents that
the given ﬁle is in OFF format. The second line contains three integer values which
specify the number of vertices (tv ), number of faces (tf ) and number of edges (te )
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for the mesh. In each of the next tv lines, there are two real numbers which specify
the X-coordinate and the Y-coordinate of a vertex in the mesh. Each vertex has a
vertex index. This vertex index is implicitly assigned to the vertex based on its order
of appearance (i.e., the ﬁrst vertex following line 2 has vertex index 0, the second one
has vertex index 1, and so on, up to the last vertex which has vertex index tv - 1).
After all these vertices, the ﬁle speciﬁes the face information. This information is in
the last tf lines of the ﬁle. Each of these lines speciﬁes one face. For each face, a
number of integers are listed on the line. The ﬁrst integer value in the line indicates
the number of vertices in the face. Then all the vertices are listed according to their
vertex indices. Each one of those is separated by a whitespace. The edge information
is not stored in the OFF ﬁle, however, they can be found using the face information.

Figure 3.2: Input mesh example (i) Structure of OFF ﬁle; (ii) Image of input mesh
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Figure 3.2(i) shows an example OFF ﬁle for the mesh shown in Figure 3.2(ii).
In Figure 3.2(ii), each vertex is labelled with an integer that represents the vertex
index of that vertex.

3.1.2

Pre-processing Phase
In order for the vertices to be processed in parallel later, we have to know

the internal vertices of the mesh. The Pre-processing Phase of our approaches is
responsible for detecting all the internal vertices of the input mesh. Internal vertices
are the vertices that lie inside the mesh boundary (i.e., vertices on the mesh boundary
are the only vertices that are not internal vertices). In the following subsections, we
will discuss two methods for detecting internal vertices. These methods are called
Internal Vertices Method 1 and Internal Vertices Method 2.

3.1.2.1

First Method for Detecting Internal Vertices

Internal Vertex Detection Method 1 has two steps. In the ﬁrst step we ﬁnd all
the neighboring vertices of each vertex. In the second step, we ﬁnd all the vertices
that are internal. For simplicity, in our discussion here, each vertex of the mesh is
referred to by its vertex index.
Algorithm 1 Neighbor Finding Algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

procedure FINDNEIGHBOR(neighbor list)
for i = 1; i <= tf ; i++ do
(v1 , v2 , v3 ) ← this face’s vertices
insert v2 and v3 in sublist of v1
insert v1 and v3 in sublist of v2
insert v1 and v2 in sublist of v3
end for
end procedure
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The ﬁrst step works as follows. The neighbor vertex of each vertex is found
using the FINDNEIGHBOR procedure that we also call the Neighbor Finding Algorithm. Its steps are shown above. This algorithm builds a data structure that
records neighbor information in a list. Speciﬁcally, the neighbors of each vertex are
stored in a list called the neighbor list. Each entry in the neighbor list has a ﬁeld for
a vertex and another ﬁeld for a sublist of its neighbors, as shown in Figure 3.3(i).
The sublist of a vertex is a list of neighbors for that particular vertex. Since all the
vertices of any face are neighbors to the other vertices of that face, we use each face
entry in the OFF ﬁle to ﬁnd the neighbors of all the vertices (indicated in lines 4-6
in the procedure FINDNEIGHBOR). For example, for the ﬁrst face entry given by
Figure 3.2(i), the vertices are the ones numbered “0”, “1” and “6”. Therefore, two
neighbors of the vertex numbered “0” are the vertices numbered “1” and “6”. To
ﬁnd any additional neighbors of a given vertex, other faces that contain it need to be
considered. Thus, our algorithm considers each face, one-by-one, building (or adding
onto) vertex sublists as it proceeds. Once all the faces of a given input mesh have
been considered, the neighbors of each vertex will be known.
The neighbor sublist for any given vertex may contain repeated entries because
most vertices appear in more than one face. So, in a ﬁnal sub-step all the neighbor
sublists are sorted and duplicate entries in the sublist are removed.
An illustration of the handling of a neighbor list with duplicate entries is shown
in Figure 3.3. In the ﬁgure, vertices are listed according to their vertex indices. Figure
3.3(i) contains the initial neighbor list. The sorted result for this example is in Figure
3.3(ii). The list after duplicate removal is shown in Figure 3.3(iii).
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Figure 3.3: Neighbor list illustration. (i) Neighbor list with duplicate entries; (ii)
Sorted neighbor lists; (iii) Neighbor list after removal of duplicate entries
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In the second step, the Internal Vertex Detection Method 1 algorithm determines whether a vertex is an internal vertex or not. A vertex is internal if all of its
neighbor vertices form a closed polygon around it. In our explanation of this algorithm, we will use the notation vq to refer to a vertex that has not yet been determined
to be internal and nvq to refer to the total number of neighbor vertices of vq . The
sublist of vq is referred to by sublist(vq ) (read as sublist of vq ). The sublist(vq ) contains a list of neighbor vertices to vq which will be referred to by v1 v2 v3 .....vnvq . Here,
v1 is the vertex in the ﬁrst position in the sublist(vq ), v2 is the vertex in the second
position in the sublist(vq ) and vnvq is the vertex in the nth
vq position in the sublist(vq ).
The following operations are supported on the sublist(vq ):
1. EXTRACTNEIGHBOR(sublist(vq ), i) returns the neighbor vertex which is in
the ith position in the sublist(vq ).
2. HAS(sublist(vq ), V) returns TRUE if the sublist(vq ) has vertex V as its neighbor.
Otherwise it return FALSE.
3. SWAP(sublist(vq ), i, j) exchanges the neighbor vertex in the ith position with
neighbor vertex in the j th position in the sublist(vq ).
The Internal Vertex Detection Method 1’s procedure called ISINTERNALVERT1
is listed below. The procedure returns TRUE if vertex vq is an internal vertex. Otherwise it returns FALSE.
Determining whether vertex vq is an internal or not requires neighbor vertices
in the sublist(vq ) to be arranged either in a clockwise or counterclockwise ordering.
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Algorithm 2 Internal Vertex Detection Method 1’s Is Internal Vertex
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

procedure ISINTERNALVERT1(neighbor list, vq )
ARRANGENEIGHBORS(neighborlist, vq )
v1 ← EXTRACTNEIGHBOR(sublist(vq ), 1)
vnvq ← EXTRACTNEIGHBOR(sublist(vq ), vnvq )
if HAS(sublist(v1 ),vnvq ) then
return TRUE
else
return FALSE
end if
end procedure

One part of our approach is to arrange them in such a way. The ARRANGENEIGHBORS procedure achieves this and is shown below. During the j th iteration of the for
loop that starts at line 2, the neighbor vertex at j th position in the sublist(vq ) (i.e.,
vertex vj ) is extracted. After that, the procedure ﬁnds an appropriate neighbor for
the (j +1)th position in the sublist(vq ) by searching for a neighbor vertex from position
(j + 1)th onwards, such that this neighbor vertex is also in the sublist(vj ). Once such
a vertex is found, it is exchanged with the neighbor vertex at the (j + 1)th position
in the sublist(vq ). Finding the appropriate neighbor vertex for the (j + 1)th position
happens in lines 6-13 of the ARRANGENEIGHBORS procedure. Once all the neighbor vertices in the sublist(vq ) have been considered, the ordering of the vertices will
be known.
Once neighbor vertices in the sublist(vq ) are arranged in a clockwise or counterclockwise ordering, the procedure ISINTERNALVERT1 checks if the last vertex
(i.e., the vertex in the nth
vq position in the sublist(vq )) is also present in the sublist of
the vertex in the ﬁrst position in the sublist(vq ) (i.e., it checks if vnvq is present in
the sublist(v1 )). This is indicated in the last four lines of the ISINTERNALVERT1
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procedure. If vnvq is present in the sublist(v1 ), the neighbor vertices in the sublist(vq )
form a closed polygon and thus ISINTERNALVERT1 returns TRUE.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

procedure ARRANGENEIGHBORS(neghbor lists, vq )
for j = 1; j <= nvq ; j++ do
vj ← EXTRACTNEIGHBOR(sublist(vq ), j)
kk← (j+1)
loop← TRUE
while loop AND kk ≤ nvq do
vkk ← EXTRACTNEIGHBOR(sublist(vq ), kk)
if HAS(sublist(vj ),vkk ) then
loop← FALSE
SWAP(sublist(vq ),j,kk)
end if
kk← (kk+1)
end while
end for
end procedure

In Figure 3.4, we show an example of the internal vertex determination process. In the ﬁgure, the internal vertex determination process is carried out for a
vertex labelled “0”. It has three neighbor vertices, labelled “3”, “5” and “6”. In the
ﬁgure, the vertices that are shaded yellow in the sublist are the one whose ordering
has been determined. Such vertices are denoted in the ﬁgure with labels inside yellow
circles. Figure 3.4(i) shows the mesh and sublist of vertex “0” (Figure 3.3(iii) has
the sublist of all other vertices). When the ISINTERNALVERT1 procedure is run
on the vertex “0”, during the ﬁrst iteration of the outer for loop in procedure ARRANGENEIGHBOR, the vertex “3” is extracted from the sublist of vertex “0”. Then
the procedure ARRANGENEIGHBOR ﬁnds the neighbor vertex from second position
onwards which is also in sublist of vertex “3”. The procedure ﬁnds that the vertex
“6” is in the sublist of the vertex “3”, therefore the vertex “5” is exchanged with the
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vertex “6”. The exchanging of the two vertices is indicated by a bi-directional arc
in the sublist part of the ﬁgure (Figure 3.4(ii)). Figure 3.4(iii)-3.4(iv) illustrates the
similar procedure that is followed during the second and the third iteration. When the
ARRANGENEIGHBOR procedure terminates, the procedure ISINTERNALVERT1
checks if the vertex “5” is in the sublist of the vertex “3”. Such a vertex is not
found in the sublist of vertex “1”. Thus, ISINTERNALVERT1 returns FALSE for
the vertex “0”.
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Figure 3.4: Sequence of steps for ISINTERNALVERT1 procedure run vertex labelled “0”

As an another example, we determine if the vertex labelled “6” in this mesh is
internal or not. We use Figure 3.5 for this example. The vertex “6” has six neighbor
vertices, labelled “0”, “1”, “2”, “3”, “4” and “5”. Figure 3.5(i) shows the mesh
and initial arrangements of neighbor vertices in the sublist of vertex “6”. Figure
3.3(iii) has the sublist of all other vertices. Like the vertex “0” in the previous
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example, ﬁrst the ISINTERNALVERT1 procedure arranges all the neighbor vertices
of vertex “0” in proper order (clockwise or counterclockwise ordering). Figure 3.5(ii)(vii) shows how this ordering is achieved. After the ordering of vertices is achieved,
ISINTERNALVERT1 checks if the vertex “5” is in the sublist of the vertex “0”. Such
a vertex is found in the sublist of vertex “1”. Thus, ISINTERNALVERT1 returns
TRUE for the vertex “6”.

Table 3.1: Neighbor list for input mesh shown in Figure 3.2
Vertex
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Count (C)
3
3
3
3
3
3
6

Eligibility Flag (E)
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
TRUE

Neighbor Sublist
3, 6, 5
2, 5, 6
1, 4, 6
0, 4, 6
2, 3, 6
0, 1, 6
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

In addition to the sublist of neighbors, we store a “count” and “eligibility
ﬂag” for each vertex, where “count” refers to the total number of neighbors for each
vertex and “eligibilty ﬂag” indicates if a vertex is internal and therefore eligible for
smoothing, for each vertex. For the input mesh shown in Figure 3.2, Table 3.1 shows
the “count”, “eligibility ﬂag” and neighbors vertices for each vertex.
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Figure 3.5: Sequence of steps for ISINTERNALVERT1 procedure run on vertex
labelled “6”
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Drawbacks of Internal Vertex Detection Method 1
There are two situations where Internal Vertex Detection Method 1 makes a
mistake about internal vertices.

Figure 3.6: Illustration of case where Internal Vertex Detection Method 1 detects
external vertex as internal

In the ﬁrst situation, external vertices are incorrectly classiﬁed as internal
vertices. This situation is illustrated in Figure 3.6 for the vertex labelled “0”. That
vertex is detected as an internal vertex by Internal Vertex Detection Method 1, but it
is an external vertex. In the ﬁgure vertex “0” has three neighbor vertices, labelled “1”,
“2”, and “3”. Like vertex “0” in Figure 3.4, when ISINTERNALVERT1 procedure
is run on the vertex “0” of this mesh, its neighbors are at ﬁrst arranged in proper
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order (clockwise or counterclockwise ordering). This is shown in Figure 3.6(ii)-(iv).
After that the ISINTERNALVERT1 checks if the vertex labelled “3” is in the sublist
of the vertex labelled “1”. It is clear from the ﬁgure that the vertex “1” has the
vertex “3” as its neighbor. And in fact, vertex “3” is in the sublist of vertex “1”.
Thus, ISINTERNALVERT1 detects vertex “0” as an internal vertex. But that result
is incorrect.
To detect such a situation, we apply a scheme based on initiating rays [19]
for all the vertices that are classiﬁed as internal. In our use of these rays, the ray is
parallel to the X-axis (in the positive X direction) from the vertex that was detected
as an internal vertex by the Internal Vertex Detection Method 1. We will call that
vertex vp here. If this ray intersects the convex polygon formed by the neighbor
vertices of vp an even number of times then vp is actually an external vertex and we
record that fact. Otherwise it is actually an internal vertex.
The process of detecting this situation using the rays is illustrated in Figure
3.7 for four vertices of the mesh shown in Figure 3.6. To help readers, a coordinate
system reference is shown in each subﬁgure. In the ﬁgure the rays are shown as dotted
segments. Each one is in the positive X direction. The ones that originate from the
vertices labelled “0”, “1” and “2” intersect the polygon form by their respective
neighbor vertices an even number of times. Thus, the vertices labelled “0”, “1”, and
“2” are classiﬁed as external vertices. In Figure 3.7(iv), the ray originating from the
vertex “3” intersects the polygon fromed by its neighbor vertices an odd number of
times, therefore it is veriﬁed to be an internal vertex.
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Figure 3.7: (i) Ray from vertex “0” (ii) Ray from vertex “2” (iii) Ray from vertex
“1” (iv) Ray from vertex “3”

In the second situation, internal vertices are incorrectly detected as external
vertices. This situation is illustrated in Figure 3.8 for the vertex “4”. The Internal
Vertex Detection Method 1 detects that vertex to be external, but it is an internal
vertex. In the ﬁgure vertex “4” has four neighbor vertices, “0”, , “1”, “2”, and
“3”. Like vertex “0” in Figure 3.4, when ISINTERNALVERT1 procedure is run
on the vertex “4” of this mesh, its neighbors are at ﬁrst arranged in proper order
(clockwise or counterclockwise). This is shown in Figure 3.8(ii)-(v). After that the
ISINTERNALVERT1 checks if the vertex “3” is in the sublist of the vertex “0”. It is
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clear from the ﬁgure that the vertex “0” does not have the vertex “3” as its neighbor.
And in fact, vertex “3” is not in the sublist of vertex “0”. Thus, ISINTERNALVERT1
detects vertex “4” as an external vertex. But that result is incorrect.
To remedy this situation, for each vertex, we can use Internal Vertex Detection
Method 1 for all possible arrangements of neighbor vertices in its sublist. For example,
in the Figure 3.8, had the neighbor vertices in the sublist of vertex “4” been considered
in the order “0”, “1”, “3” and “2” then “4” would have been detected as an internal
vertex. This remedy is computationally expensive because, for the vertex vq with nvq
neighbors the order of computation is nvq !.
The two situations discussed in the above paragraph occur rarely. In other
words if the original Internal Vertex Detection Method 1 is used, it will correctly
classify almost all of the vertices.
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Figure 3.8: Illustration of case where Internal Vertex Detection Method 1 detects
internal vertex as external
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3.1.2.2

Second Method For Detecting Internal Vertices

Internal Vertex Detection Method 2 has two main steps. In the ﬁrst main
step, for each vertex vj , we ﬁnd all the edges which are opposite to vj using all the
triangular faces that have vj as a vertex. In the second main step, we ﬁnd all the
vertices that are internal. For simplicity, in our discussion here, each vertex of the
mesh is referred to by its vertex index.
Algorithm 3 Edge Finding Algorithm
1: for i = 1; i <= tf ; i++ do
2:
call the vertices of the ith face v1 , v2 and v3
3:
Add edge v2 v3 to edgelist node for v1
4:
Add edge v1 v3 to edgelist node for v2
5:
Add edge v1 v2 to edgelist node for v3
6: end for

The ﬁrst step works as follows. The edge opposite to each vertex is found
using the Edge Finding Algorithm shown above. This algorithm builds a list called
edgelist. Each node in edgelist records the vertex index of one vertex and one edge
opposite of that vertex. Since two vertices of any face form an edge opposite to the
other vertex of that face, we use the face entries in the OFF ﬁle to ﬁnd the edges
opposite to the vertices.
For example, for the ﬁrst face entry shown in Figure 3.2(i), the vertices are
the ones numbered “0”, “1” and “6”. Therefore, one of the edge opposite to vertex
“0” is the edge formed by vertex “1” and vertex “6”. This edge is stored as “1, 6” in
one edgelist entry for vertex “0”.
To ﬁnd any additional edges opposite a given vertex (i.e., on another face),
other faces that have that vertex need to be considered. Thus, our algorithm considers
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each face, one-by-one, building (or adding onto) edgelist as it proceeds. Once all the
faces of the mesh have been considered, the edges opposite to each vertex will be
known.
An illustration of the edgelist for one mesh is shown in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9: Mesh and edgelist (i) Input Mesh; (ii)Edge lists

In the second step, the Internal Vertex Detection Method 2 algorithm determines whether a vertex is internal. A vertex is internal if the set of its opposite edges
forms a closed polygon around it. In our explanation of this step, we will use the
notation vq to refer to a vertex that has not yet been determined to be internal and
nvq to refer to the total number of edges opposite to vertex vq . The edgelist entries
associated with vq are referred to here by edge-sublist(vq ). The set of edges opposite
to vq is viewed as a set of line segments, which will be referred to by e1 e2 e3 .....envq .
This set of segments is tested to ﬁnd if it’s a closed polygon. The sub-steps that
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complete the processing are shown below. Some processing details are described after
the sub-step list.
Algorithm 4 Sub-step List for ISINTERNALVERT2
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

Operation ISINTERNALVERT2(edge list, vq )
ARRANGEEDGES(edge list, vq )
e1 ← Edge in the 1st position in edge-sublist(vq )
envq ← Edge in the nth
vq position in edge-sublist(vq )
if envq and e1 share a vertex then
return TRUE
else
return FALSE
end if
end Operation

Determining whether vertex vq is internal requires the edges in the edgesublist(vq ) to be arranged in such a way that consecutive edges in the edge-sublist(vq )
always share a vertex. The ARRANGEEDGES procedure achieves such an arrangement. This procedure iteratively ﬁnds the edges. In each iteration, one more edge is
found and placed in position in edge-sublist(vq ). Finding the edge involves searching
the current ordering of edge-sublist(vq ) from the current position onwards until an
edge is found that shares a vertex with the edge in the current position. Once found,
such edge is swapped with whatever edge is currently at the next position. Once all
the edges in the edge-sublist(vq ) have been considered, the required ordering of the
edges will be achieved.
Once appropriate arrangements of the edges in the edge-sublist(vq ) are found,
the Operation ISINTERNALVERT2 checks if the last edge (i.e., the edge in the n th
vq
position in the edge-sublist(vq ) shares a vertex with the edge at the ﬁrst position in
the edge-sublist(vq )). If the edge envq shares a vertex with the edge e1 , the edges in
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the edge-sublist(vq ) form a closed polygon around vq and thus ISINTERNALVER2
returns TRUE.
It should be noted that the ISINTERNALVERT2 procedure is only called for
those vertices that have more than two edges in its edge-sublist. This is because
at least three edges are needed to from a closed polygon. Therefore, the vertices
with less than three opposite edeges are directly classiﬁed as external. For those
vertices with have more than two opposite edges in its edge list, we use operation
ISINTERNALVERT2 for correct classiﬁcation.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

procedure ARRANGEEDGES(edge list, vq )
for j = 1; j <= nvq ; j++ do
e1 ← Edge in the j th position in edge-sublist(vq )
kk← (j+1)
loop← TRUE
while loop AND kk ≤ nvq do
ekk ← Edge in the kk th position in edge-sublist(vq )
if ej and ekk share a vertex then
loop← FALSE
exchange kk th and (j + 1)th entries in edge-sublist(vq )
end if
kk← (kk+1)
end while
end for
end procedure

In Figure 3.10, we show an example of the internal vertex determination process. In the ﬁgure, the internal vertex determination process is carried out for a
vertex labelled “6”. In the ﬁgure, the edge-sublist for vertex “6” is shown. Edges
that are shaded yellow in the edge-sublist are ones that have been arranged. These
edges are also shown in yellow in the mesh. Figure 3.10(i) shows the original mesh
and edge-sublist. In the ARRANGEEDGES procedure’s ﬁrst iteration the edge “0,5”
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is encountered in the edge-sublist. ARRANGEEDGES ﬁnds the edge “3,5” shares a
vertex with the edge “0,5”. As shown in sub-ﬁgure(ii), this edge is exchanged with
the edge “1,4”. The exchanging of the two edges is indicated by a bi-directional arc
in the ﬁgure. Figure 3.10(iii)-3.10(vii) illustrates the processing for the remaining
iterations. Once ARRANGEEDGES terminates, ISINTERNALVERT2 determines
that edge “0,5” shares a vertex with edge “0,4”.
In Figure 3.11, we show another example of determining if a vertex is internal.
In the ﬁgure, the internal vertex determination process is carried out for a vertex
labelled “0”. In the ﬁgure, the edge-sublist for vertex “0” is shown. The vertex “0”
has only two edges in its edge-sublist so it is an external vertex.
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Figure 3.10: Sequence of steps followed when ISINTERNALVERT2 operation is run
on vertex labelled “6”
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Figure 3.11: Internal Vertex Detection Method 2 for vertex labelled “0”

Figure 3.12: Example mesh- external vertex detection

In Figure 3.12, we show an example of a mesh for which Internal Vertex Detection Method 2 correctly detects external vertex as external. This was the same mesh
for which Internal Vertex Detection Method 1 incorrectly detected the vertex “0” as
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an internal vertex. In the ﬁgure, vertex “0” has only two edges in its edge-sublist
therefore it is an external vertex.
In Figure 3.13, we show an example of a mesh for which Internal Vertex Detection Method 2 correctly detects an internal vertex as internal. This was the same
mesh for which Internal Vertex Detection Method 1 incorrectly detected the vertex
“4” as an external vertex. In the ﬁgure, vertex “4” has four edges in its edge-sublist.
Figure 3.10(i) shows the original mesh and edge-sublist. In the ARRANGEEDGES
procedure’s ﬁrst iteration the edge “1,3” is encountered in the edge-sublist. ARRANGEEDGES ﬁnds the edge “1,3” shares a vertex with the edge “2,3”. As shown
in sub-ﬁgure(ii), this edge is exchanged with itself. The exchanging of the two edges
is indicated by a bi-directional arc in the ﬁgure. Figure 3.10(iii)-3.10(v) illustrates
the processing for the remaining iterations. Once ARRANGEEDGES terminates,
ISINTERNALVERT2 determines that edge “1,3” shares a vertex with edge “0,1”.
We need to construct neighbor list before the GPU-Processing phase begins.
The neighbor list can be built from the edge list. For each vertex, the neighbor
sublist is built using its edge-sublist. For each vertex, the neighbor sublist is built by
collecting all the unique vertices of edges in the edge-sublist of that vertex.
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Figure 3.13: Internal Vertex Detection Example
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3.1.3

GPU-Processing Phase
At the beginning of the GPU-processing Phase, the mesh is prepared for par-

allel 2D mesh smoothing on a GPU. The thread block dimension and grid dimension
are also determined.
The input to our mesh smoothing CUDA kernel is the neighbor list that we
obtained during the Pre-processing Phase. However, the GPU has its own device
memory so, the neighbor list has to be copied there before the CUDA kernel can be
launched. This is achieved by using cudaMemcpy() function.
The thread block dimension and grid dimension are dependent upon the design
of this CUDA kernel. In this thesis, we have designed our CUDA kernel using two
approaches. The ﬁrst one uses multiple threads per internal vertex. And the second
one uses single thread per internal vertex. In the next subsection we will discuss about
these approaches in detail.

3.1.3.1

GPU Processing Phase: Multiple Threads per Internal Vertex

In the multiple threads per internal vertex approach, we use multiple threads
to ﬁnd the new position of each internal vertex. In all 512 threads are used per thread
block. In order to calculate the grid and block dimension, we determine the vertex
with maximum number of neighbors in its neighbor sublist. We will call that vertex
vs here. The total number of neighbors of vs here is denoted by m and this is used to
ﬁnd the thread and block dimension.
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The block dimension for this approach is given by (m+2) × �512/(m + 2 )� ×
1. Similarly, the grid dimension is given by 1 × �tv × (m + 2)/512� × 1, where tv is
number of vertices in the mesh. Each row of threads in a thread block has (m + 2)
threads (m threads for the up to m neighbors, one for E ﬂag and one for C ﬁeld).
In this approach, each row of threads in a thread block is responsible for
smoothing a single internal vertex. During the GPU-processing, one of the (m+2)
threads in a row checks the E (eligibility) ﬂag. If this ﬂag is set, all the threads in
row can proceed for further calculation. However if this ﬂag is not set, the vertex is
an external vertex and the original position of this vertex is maintained.
For each internal vertex, (m+2) threads in a row are responsible for loading
the sublist of neighbors along with C ﬁelds and E ﬂag into the shared memory. Once
the sublist of neighbors are loaded into a shared memory the 2D mesh smoothing
algorithms explained in Chapter 2 execute.
The whole process explained above is illustrated in Figure 3.14. Figure 3.14(i)
shows the mesh diagram. The vertices in the mesh are labelled as “0”, “1”, “2”, “3”,
“4”. The original coordinates of the mesh vertices are stored in the global vertex
buﬀer, as shown in Figure 3.14(ii). The ﬁrst column of vertex buﬀer is “I” ﬁeld that
stores vertex index. The second and third columns stores X and Y coordinates of
the vertex. There are ﬁve vertices in the mesh so only ﬁve rows of threads are shown
in Figure 3.14(iii). The maximum number of neighbors is for vertex “0” or vertex
“4”. Both of these vertices have four neighbors therefore the value of m is 4. Each
thread is referred to by T(x,y), where x and y are the coordinate locations of the
thread in a thread block. Each row of threads accesses its own sublist of neighbors, C
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ﬁeld and E ﬂag. In our mesh example only vertices “3” and “4” are internal vertices.
Therefore threads in the third and fourth rows are responsible for loading the entire
sublist along with C ﬁeld and E ﬂag into the shared memory. This is indicated by
the bi-directional arc in the ﬁgure (we have not shown the shared memory here).

Figure 3.14: Multiple thread per internal vertex (i) input mesh; (ii) vertex buﬀer;
(iii) thread block of CUDA Kernel with ﬁve active rows of threads

The multiple threads per internal vertex approach is not appropriate for the
Laplacian mesh smoothing [12] and the Xu and Newman mesh smoothing [14]. In
the Laplacian case, loading neighbor list into the shared memory is not useful. This
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is because after loading the neighbor sublist into the shared memory only one thread
in a row proceeds to ﬁnd the new position of an internal vertex. We can use multiple
threads but using multiple threads to ﬁnd an average (as is done in Laplacian mesh
smoothing ) is only useful if there are a large number of neighbors (data items)
[22]. Therefore, a single thread in a row ﬁnds the new location of an internal vertex
using the neighbor sublist stored in the shared memory. Thus the count of memory
accesses is three, one while loading the global neighbor list into shared memory, one
while accessing the neighbor list from shared memory to access the vertex buﬀer and
one while accessing the global vertex buﬀer. This could however have been achieved
using a single thread with two memory accesses (one for the global neighbor list and
one for the global vertex buﬀer) and without using shared memory.
For the Xu and Newman mesh smoothing, only one thread out of (m+2)
threads can perform optimization. This is because the optimization is an iterative
process. The outcome of any step in optimization is dependent upon the the result
of prior steps (as in Steps 8-16 of Xu and Newman’s algorithm in Section 2.3.2).
Therefore no inherent parallelism is present in the optimization step. Also the optimization process is computationally demanding and requires a signiﬁcant amount
of time. Therefore, using multiple threads per internal vertex is not desirable since
most of the threads don’t do computation but still consume system resource.
For the Zhou and Shimada mesh smoothing, each thread in a row ﬁnds the
new position of an internal vertex using the algorithm steps mentioned in Chapter
2. Each of these threads ﬁnd the new location (using Steps 1-3 for x��i and yi�� ) and
stores that into a shared memory. These stored values are later used by one of the
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threads in a row to ﬁnd the ﬁnal location of an internal vertex (the average of all the
new locations produced by all the threads in a row). In this scheme, the threads in
a row are synchronized before one of the threads in the row performs the averaging
operation. This is because all the threads in a row might not have ﬁnished with the
calculation of new location of an internal vertex.

3.1.3.2

GPU Processing Phase: Single Thread per Internal Vertex

In the single thread per internal vertex, a single thread is responsible for
smoothing each internal vertex. In this approach, we use 512 threads in a thread
block.
The block dimension for this approach is given by 1 × 512 × 1. The grid
dimension is 1 × �tv /512� × 1, where tv is the total number of vertices in the mesh.
In this approach there is a one to one mapping between each thread of a grid
and a row of neighbor list (i.e., one thread per vertex). Before proceeding with 2D
mesh smoothing, each thread checks the E ﬂag of the vertex. If this ﬂag is set, the
thread proceeds with 2D mesh smoothing algorithms. Otherwise, the original position
of the vertex is maintained.
For each of the three 2D mesh smoothing algorithms, each thread follows the
sequence of algorithmic steps mentioned in Chapter 2.
Figure 3.15 illustrates the single thread per internal vertex approach. Figure
3.14(i) shows the mesh diagram. The vertices in the mesh are labelled as “0”, “1”,
“2”, “3”, “4”. The original coordinates of the mesh vertices are stored in the global
vertex buﬀer as shown in Figure 3.14(ii). The ﬁrst column of vertex buﬀer is the
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“I” ﬁeld that stores vertex index. The second and third columns store X and Y
coordinates of the vertex. Since there are ﬁve vertices, only 5 threads out of the 512
threads in a thread block are shown. These threads are shown as T(x,y) in the Figure
3.15(iii), where x and y are coordinate locations of the thread in a thread block. Each
of these threads are mapped to a unique row of neighbor list, as shown by the arrow
projection out from each thread identiﬁer.

Figure 3.15: Single thread per internal vertex (i) input mesh; (ii) vertex buﬀer; (iii)
ﬁve active threads in a block of thread accessing neighbor list from global memory
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As mentioned in Chapter 2, the Jacobian matrix for any internal vertex is
constant throughout the optimization process. The Jacobian matrix is frequently
accessed in each iteration to ﬁnd the optimal position of an internal vertex. Therefore,
we use on-chip shared memory to store the Jacobian matrix for the Xu and Newman
mesh smoothing. In the Chapter 4, we will report performance of the Xu and Newman
mesh smoothing using shared memory and without using shared memory.

3.1.4

Post-processing Phase
In the last phase, Post-processing, we copy the new position of internal vertices

back to host memory from device memory. We also free all the device memory used
during the GPU Processing Phase.

3.2

Summary
In this chapter, we described the structure of input ﬁle in the form of OFF

format. We also discussed the two approaches of detecting all the internal vertices
of the mesh. We also discussed the two parallel 2D mesh smoothing approaches
on a GPU. In the next chapter, we will present the result of our parallel 2D mesh
smoothing approaches.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS

In this chapter, we report the performance of our parallel 2D mesh smoothing
approaches on the GPU for the Laplacian [12], the Zhou and Shimada [13] and the
Xu and Newman [14] mesh smoothing algorithms. We also compare the performance
of our parallel approaches with the performance of serial, standalone CPU execution.
Serial execution performance was measured on three machines. They are a cluster
computer at the Alabama SuperComputing Center called the DMC (dense memory
cluster), a personal computer with an Intel Core i7-2600 CPU and a laptop with an
Intel Core i5-3337U CPU. The GPU executions were measured on an Nvidia Fermi
M2070 GPU. Details of these machines are discussed next.

4.1

Experiment Environment
The DMC is a commodity cluster with 2216 CPU cores which are arranged in

176 nodes. Forty nodes have 2.3 GHz AMD-8 core Opteron Magny-Cours processors.
96 nodes have 2.26 GHz Intel quad-core Nehalem processors. The other forty nodes
have 2.5 GHz Intel 10-core Xeon Ivy Bridge processors [16]. All our experiments on
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DMC machine are performed on one of its CPUs (of type 2.26 GHz Intel Xeon E5520
quad-core Nehalem).
The Intel Core i7-2600 has four cores. Each core can run two threads. It has
a clock speed of 3.8 GHz [23].
The Intel Core i5-3337U has two cores. Each core of Intel Core i5-3337U can
run two threads. It has a clock speed of 1.8 GHz [24].
The GPU Compute Capability of the Fermi M2070 is 2.0. The Compute
Capability 2.0 supports concurrent kernel execution, 64 bit addressing and uniﬁed
virtual addressing. The Fermi M2070 has 14 streaming multiprocessors, each of which
has 32 streaming processors. Thus, it has 14×32 = 448 cores. It has a warp size of
32 and supports 48KB of shared memory per streaming multiprocessor. The warp is
the collection of threads that can run in a streaming multiprocessor.

4.2

Data sets Used
We have used seven meshes for evaluating the eﬃciency of our parallel ap-

proaches. We call these “Superellipse”, “Holey Pie Slice”, “John Shadid’s H”, “Sandia Fork”, “Marcus Gravie’s Lake Alpha with Beta Island”, “Zhu Wang’s Square”
and “Lake Superior” [17, 18]. These meshes were taken from DISTMESH: “A Simple
Mesh Generation in MATLAB”. Table 4.1 shows the number of vertices and faces
present in each of these meshes.
The total number of vertices present in each of these meshes is very small for
performing parallel experiments on a GPU. Therefore, we created a scaled up version
of each meshes by replicating it 1000 times.
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Table 4.1: Meshes used in Testing
Mesh Name
Superellipse
Holey Pie Slice
John Shadid’s H
Sandia Fork
Marcus Gravie’s Lake Alpha w/ Beta Island
Zhu Wang’s Square
Lake Superior
4.3

# of vertices
228
136
459
322
465

# of faces
375
220
789
507
727

854
1126

1586
1726

Laplacian Mesh Smoothing on CPU
Table 4.2 shows a summary of the performances for the Laplacian mesh smooth-

ing algorithm on the scaled-up versions of each mesh on the DMC, Intel Core i5-3337U
and Intel Core i7-2600 machines using single threaded approach. Time required to
perform smoothing appears to be proportional to the total number of internal vertices present in the mesh. We observed best performances for the Laplacian mesh
smoothing algorithm on the Intel Core i7-2600 for ﬁve out of seven meshes.

4.4

Zhou and Shimada’s Mesh Smoothing on CPU
Table 4.3 shows a summary of the performances for the Zhou and Shimada

mesh smoothing algorithm on the scaled-up versions of each mesh on the DMC,
Intel Core i5-3337U and Intel Core i7-2600 machines using single threaded approach.
Time required to perform smoothing appears to be proportional to the total number
of internal vertices present in the mesh. We observed best performances for the Zhou
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Table 4.2: Laplacian Smoothing Serial Processing Performance on CPUs
Mesh Name

# of
Triangles

# of
Internal
vertices

Time
(sec),
Intel
Core
i7
0.002
0.002
0.005
0.003
0.005

Time
(sec),
DMC

147000
86000
332000
187000
263000

Time
(sec),
Intel
Core
i5
0.008
0.005
0.018
0.011
0.015

Superellipse
Holey Pie Slice
John Shadid’s H
Sandia Fork
Marcus Gravie’s
Lake Alpha w/
Beta Island
Zhu
Wang’s
Square
Lake Superior

375000
220000
789000
507000
727000

1586000

732000

0.038

0.012

0.013

1726000

59000

0.034

0.009

0.016

0.017
0.002
0.006
0.004
0.006

and Shimada mesh smoothing algorithm on the DMC machine for ﬁve out of seven
meshes.

Table 4.3: Zhou and Shimada Smoothing Serial Processing Performance on CPUs
Mesh Name

# of
Triangles

# of
Internal
vertices

Time
(sec),
Intel
Core
i7
0.17
0.1
0.04
0.22
0.32

Time
(sec),
DMC

147000
86000
332000
187000
263000

Time
(sec),
Intel
Core
i5
0.23
0.14
0.51
0.29
0.44

Superellipse
Holey Pie Slice
John Shadid’s H
Sandia Fork
Marcus Gravie’s
Lake Alpha w/
Beta Island
Zhu
Wang’s
Square
Lake Superior

375000
220000
789000
507000
727000

1586000

732000

1.16

0.85

0.61

1726000

590000

0.96

0.70

0.49

70

0.49
0.06
0.27
0.15
0.23

4.5

Xu and Newman’s Mesh Smoothing on CPU
Table 4.4 shows a summary of the performances for the Xu and Newman mesh

smoothing algorithm on the scaled-up versions of each mesh on the DMC, Intel Core
i5-3337U and Intel Core i7-2600 machines using single threaded approach. Time
required to perform smoothing appears to be proportional to the total number of
internal vertices present in the mesh. We observed best performances for the Xu
and Newman Mesh Smoothing Algorithm on the DMC machine for six out of seven
meshes.

Table 4.4: Xu and Newman Smoothing Serial Processing Performance on CPUs
Mesh Name

# of
Triangles

# of
Internal
vertices

Superellipse
Holey Pie Slice
John Shadid’s H
Sandia Fork
Marcus Gravie’s
Lake Alpha w/
Beta Island
Zhu
Wang’s
Square
Lake Superior

375000
220000
789000
507000
727000

4.6

Time
(sec),
Intel
Core
i7
0.27
0.17
0.6
0.35
0.51

Time
(sec),
DMC

147000
86000
332000
187000
263000

Time
(sec),
Intel
Core
i5
0.38
0.23
0.84
0.51
0.72

1586000

732000

1.93

1.38

1.14

1726000

590000

1.61

1.1

0.98

0.99
0.15
0.5
0.32
0.47

Laplacian Mesh Smoothing on the GPU
Table 4.5 shows a summary of the performances for the Laplacian Mesh

Smoothing on the scaled-up versions of each mesh on the Fermi M2070 GPU. Ta-
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ble 4.6 shows the speedup for the Fermi M2070 GPU over the Intel Core i5-3337U,
Intel Core i7-2600 and DMC machines. The speedup achieved on the Fermi M2070
over the Intel Core i5-3337U ranges from 35.71 to 52.19. The speedup achieved on the
Fermi M2070 GPU over the Intel Core i7-2600 ranges from 9.09 to 16.5. The speedup
achieved on the Fermi M2070 GPU over the DMC ranges from 14.28 to 77.27.

40

Time in milliseconds

35

30

Intel Core i5 3337U

25

Intel Core i7 2600

20

DMC

15

Fermi 2070M

10

5

0
86

147

187

263

332

590

732

# internal vertices (In thousands)

Figure 4.1: Execution time plots for Laplacian Mesh Smoothing

Figure 4.1 shows a plot of the execution times on the Intel Core i5-3337U,
Intel Core i7-2600, DMC and Fermi M2070 GPU for the Laplacian Mesh Smoothing.

4.7

Zhou and Shimada’s Mesh Smoothing on the GPU
Table 4.7 shows a summary of the performances for the Zhou and Shimada

mesh smoothing on the scaled-up versions of each mesh on the Fermi M2070 GPU
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Table 4.5: Laplacian Mesh Smoothing Performance on a GPU
Mesh Name

# of
Triangles
375000
220000
789000
507000
727000

# of
Internal
Vertices
147000
86000
332000
187000
263000

Time
(msec),
Fermi M2070
0.22
0.14
0.38
0.28
0.39

Superellipse
Holey Pie Slice
John Shadid’s H
Sandia Fork
Marcus Gravie’s
Lake Alpha w/
Beta Island
Zhu
Wang’s
Square
Lake Superior

1586000

732000

0.73

1726000

590000

0.87

Table 4.6: GPU speedups over CPUs for Laplacian Mesh Smoothing
Mesh Name

Superellipse
Holey Pie Slice
John Shadid’s H
Sandia Fork
Marcus Gravie’s
Lake Alpha w/
Beta Island
Zhu
Wang’s
Square
Lake Superior

#of Internal
Vertices
147000
86000
332000
187000
263000

Speedup
over
i5
36.36
35.71
47.0
39.71
38.76

Speedup
over
i7
9.09
14.28
13.05
10.83
12.91

Speedup
over
DMC
77.27
14.28
15.79
14.29
15.38

732000

52.19

16.5

17.80

590000

39.13

10.35

18.39
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Table 4.7: Zhou and Shimada Smoothing Performance on a GPU using Multiple
Threads per Internal Vertex Approach
Mesh Name

# of
Triangles
375000
220000
789000
507000
727000

# of
Internal Vertices
147000
86000
332000
187000
263000

Time
(msec),
Fermi M2070
4.95
2.96
9.20
7.078
10.52

Superellipse
Holey Pie Slice
John Shadid’s H
Sandia Fork
Marcus Gravie’s
Lake Alpha w/
Beta Island
Zhu
Wang’s
Square
Lake Superior

1586000

732000

18.46

1726000

590000

27.13

Table 4.8: GPUs Speedups over CPUs for Zhou and Shimada’s Mesh Smoothing
using Multiple Threads per Internal Vertex Approach
Mesh Name

Superellipse
Holey Pie Slice
John Shadid’s H
Sandia Fork
Marcus Gravie’s
Lake Alpha w/
Beta Island
Zhu
Wang’s
Square
Lake Superior

#of Internal
Vertices
147000
86000
332000
187000
263000

Speedup
over
i5
46.44
47.32
55.41
40.97
41.82

Speedup
over
i7
34.32
33.80
43.46
31.08
30.41

Speedup
over
DMC
98.98
19.72
29.34
21.18
21.86

732000

62.80

46.05

33.04

590000

35.38

25.8

18.06

for the multiple threads per internal vertex approach. Table 4.8 shows the speedup
for the Fermi M2070 GPU over the Intel Core i5-3337U, Intel Core i7-2600 and DMC
machines. The speedup achieved on the Fermi M2070 over the Intel Core i5-3337U
ranges from 35.38 to 62.80. The speedup achieved on the Fermi M2070 GPU over
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Table 4.9: Zhou and Shimada’s Mesh Smoothing Performance on a GPU using
Single Thread per Internal Vertex Approach
Mesh Name

# of Triangles
375000
220000
789000
507000
727000

# of Internal Vertices
147000
86000
332000
187000
263000

Time
(msec),
Fermi M2070
3.17
1.91
5.77
4.64
6.79

Superellipse
Holey Pie Slice
John Shadid’s H
Sandia Fork
Marcus Gravie’s
Lake Alpha w/
Beta Island
Zhu
Wang’s
Square
Lake Superior

1586000

732000

10.01

1726000

590000

17.26

Table 4.10: GPUs Speedups over CPUs for Zhou and Shimada’s Mesh Smoothing
using Single Thread per Internal Vertex Approach
Mesh Name

Superellipse
Holey Pie Slice
John Shadid’s H
Sandia Fork
Marcus Gravie’s
lake Alpha w/
Beta Island
Zhu
Wang’s
Square
Lake Superior

#of Internal
Vertices
147000
86000
332000
187000
263000

Speedup
over
i5
72.53
73.45
88.46
62.46
65.01

Speedup
over
i7
53.61
52.47
69.38
47.38
47.28

Speedup
over
DMC
154.57
31.41
46.79
32.32
33.87

732000

105.33

77.18

60.93

590000

55.61

40.55

28.38

the Intel Core i7-2600 ranges from 25.8 to 46.05. The speedup achieved on the Fermi
M2070 GPU over the DMC ranges from 18.06 to 98.98.
Table 4.9 shows a summary of the performances for the Zhou and Shimada
mesh smoothing on the scaled-up versions of each mesh on the Fermi M2070 GPU
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for single thread per internal vertex approach. Table 4.10 shows the speedup for
the Fermi M2070 GPU over the Intel Core i5-3337U, Intel Core i7-2600 and DMC
machines. The speedup achieved on the Fermi M2070 over the Intel Core i5-3337U
ranges from 55.61 to 105.33. The speedup achieved on the Fermi M2070 GPU over
the Intel Core i7-2600 ranges from 40.55 to 77.18. The speedup achieved on the Fermi
M2070 GPU over the DMC ranges from 28.38 to 154.57.
Considering results presented in Tables 4.8 and 4.10, we conclude that the
single thread per internal vertex approach achieves better speedup than the multiple
threads per internal vertex approach. This likely occurs because in the multiple
threads per internal vertex approach, each thread in a row of a thread block accesses
global memory four times (once for the internal vertex and three times for three
consecutive neighbors) to calculate the new location of the internal vertex (i.e., if
there are n neighbors of an internal vertex, global memory is accessed 4n times).
However, using the single thread per internal vertex approach, each thread in a grid
for an internal vertex with n neighbors accesses global memory n+1 times (n times
for n neighbors and once for the internal vertex). Also, in the multiple threads per
internal vertex approach, we need to synchronize (as described in Chapter 3) all
the threads in a thread block before ﬁnal results can be stored in a vertex buﬀer.
These factors are the likely ones causing the execution time of the multiple threads
per internal vertex approach to always be higher than the single thread per internal
vertex approach.
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Figure 4.2 shows a plot of the execution times on the Intel Core i5-3337U,
Intel Core i7-2600, DMC and Fermi M2070 GPU for the Zhou and Shimada mesh
smoothing.
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Figure 4.2: Plot of GPU and CPU execution time for Zhou and Shimada’s Mesh
Smoothing

4.8

Xu and Newman’s Mesh Smoothing on GPU
Table 4.11 shows a summary of the performances for the Xu and Newman mesh

smoothing algorithm on the scaled-up versions of each mesh on the Fermi M2070
GPU without using shared memory. Table 4.12 shows the speedups for the Fermi
M2070 GPU over the Intel Core i5-3337U, Intel Core i7-2600 and DMC machines.
The speedup achieved on the Fermi M2070 over the Intel Core i5-3337U ranges from
12.20 to 16.90. The speedup achieved on the Fermi M2070 GPU over the Intel Core
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i7-2600 ranges from 8.34 to 12.08. The speedup achieved on the Fermi M2070 GPU
over the DMC ranges from 7.43 to 33.36.
Table 4.13 shows a summary of the performances for the Xu and Newman
mesh smoothing on the scaled-up versions of each mesh on the Fermi M2070 GPU
using shared memory to store the Jacobian matrix. Table 4.14 shows the speedups
for the Fermi M2070 GPU over the Intel Core i5-3337U, Intel Core i7-2600 and DMC
machines. The speedup achieved on the Fermi M2070 over the Intel Core i5-3337U
ranges from 14.11 to 19.56. The speedup achieved on the Fermi M2070 GPU over
the Intel Core i7-2600 ranges from 9.64 to 13.98. The speedup achieved on the Fermi
M2070 GPU over the DMC ranges from 8.59 to 38.93.

Table 4.11: Xu and Newman’s Mesh Smoothing Performance on a GPU without
using shared memory
Mesh Name

# of
Triangles
375000
220000
789000
507000
727000

# of
Internal
Vertices
147000
86000
332000
187000
263000

Time
(in msec),
Fermi M2070
29.67
16.02
58.92
40.88
57.30

Superellipse
Holey Pie Slice
John Shadid’s H
Sandia Fork
Marcus Gravie’s
Lake Alpha w/
Beta Island
Zhu
Wang’s
Square
Lake Superior

1586000

732000

114.19

1726000

590000

131.87

Considering results presented in Tables 4.12 and 4.14, we conclude that the
Xu and Newman mesh smoothing using shared memory achieves better speedup than
the Xu and Newman mesh smoothing [14] without using shared memory. This is
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Table 4.12: GPU speedups over CPUs for Xu and Newman’s Mesh Smoothing
without using Shared Memory
Mesh Name

Superellipse
Holey Pie Slice
John Shadid’s
Sandia Fork
Marcus Gravie’s
Lake Alpha w/
Beta Island
Zhu
Wang’s
Square
Lake Superior

#of
Internal
Vertices
147000
86000
332000
187000
263000

Speedup
over
i5
12.80
14.35
14.25
12.47
12.56

Speedup
over
i7
9.10
10.61
10.18
8.56
8.90

Speedup
over
DMC
33.36
9.36
8.48
7.83
8.20

732000

16.90

12.08

9.98

590000

12.20

8.34

7.43

Table 4.13: Xu and Newman’s Mesh Smoothing Performance on a GPU using Shared
Memory
Mesh Name

# of Triangles

# of Internal Vertices

Superellipse
Holey Pie Slice
John Shadid’s
Sandia Fork
Marcus Gravie’s
Lake Alpha w/
Beta Island
Zhu
Wang’s
Square
Lake Superior

375000
220000
789000
507000
727000

147000
86000
332000
187000
263000

Time
(in msec)
Fermi M2070
25.43
13.89
48.58
35.76
47.88

1586000

732000

98.66

1726000

590000

114.08
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Table 4.14: GPU speedups over CPUs for Xu and Newman’s Mesh Smoothing using
Shared Memory
Mesh Name

Superellipse
Holey Pie Slice
John Shadid’s H
shaped
Sandia Fork
Marcus Gravie’s
Lake Alpha w/
Beta Island
Zhu
Wang’s
Square
Lake Superior

#of
Internal
Vertices
147000
86000
332000

Speedup
over
i5
15.48
16.55
17.29

Speedup
over
i7
11.00
12.23
12.35

Speedup
over
DMC
38.93
10.8
10.29

187000
263000

14.26
15.03

9.78
10.651

8.94
9.81

732000

19.56

13.98

11.55

590000

14.11

9.64

8.59

probably because shared memory is an on-chip memory and accessing it is as fast as
accessing register memory.
Figure 4.3 shows a plot of the execution times on the Intel Core i5-3337U, Intel
Core i7-2600, DMC and Fermi M2070 GPU for the Xu and Newman Mesh Smoothing.
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Figure 4.3: Plot of GPU and CPU execution time for Xu and Newman’s Mesh
Smoothing

4.9

Special Case Study
In this section, we will discuss about four case studies. Each of these case

studies compares performance of the Xu and Newman mesh smoothing and the Zhou
and Shimada mesh smoothing algorithms. These algorithms are compared here using
metrices of execution time, percentage of triangles with better angle ratio, and the
ﬁfth, second and ﬁrst percentile of angle ratio.
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4.9.1

Case Study 1
In the ﬁrst case study, we ran both the Xu and Newman mesh smoothing and

the Zhou and Shimada mesh smoothing for one to three iterations on the mesh shown
in Table 4.1. The results for these experiments are shown in Tables 4.15 through 4.21.
Table 4.15 shows the experiment results for the John Shadid’s H mesh. It can
be seen from the table that when both algorithms were run for single iterations, the
Xu and Newman mesh smoothing produced a mesh that had a higher percentage of
triangles with a better angle ratio. But, when the Xu and Newman mesh smoothing
was run for a single iteration and the Zhou and Shimada mesh smoothing was run for
two iterations, the Zhou and Shimada mesh smoothing produced a mesh that had a
higher percentage of triangles with a better angle ratio. We can also observe from the
table that when both algorithms were run for the same number of iterations, the Xu
and Newman mesh smoothing always produced a mesh that had a higher percentage
of triangles with a better angle ratio.

Table 4.15: Relative Triangle Quality, John Shadid’s H Experiments
Xu and Newman
Iterations
% of Triangles
with better angle
ratio
1
66.54
1
38.78
2
66.92

Zhou and Shimada
Iterations
% of Triangles
with better angle
ratio
1
32.58
2
60.32
2
32.19

Table 4.16 shows the experiment results for the Superellipse mesh. It can be
seen from the table that when the Xu and Newman mesh smoothing was run for a
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Table 4.16: Relative Triangle Quality, Superellipse Experiments
Xu and Newman
Iterations
% of Triangles
with better angle
ratio
1
63.73
1
51.2
1
45.6

Zhou and Shimada
Iterations
% of Triangles
with better angle
ratio
1
36.27
2
48.8
3
54.4

single itertion and the Xu and Newman mesh smoothing was run for two iterations,
the Xu and Newman mesh smoothing produced a mesh that had a higher precentage of
triangles with a better angle ratio. But, when the mesh obtained after three iterations
of the Zhou and Shimada mesh smoothing was compared against the mesh obtained
after a single iteration of the Xu and Newman mesh smoothing, we found that the
Zhou and Shimada mesh smoothing produced a mesh that had a higher percentage of
triangles with a better angle ratio. It can also be observed from the table that when
both algorithms were run for same number of iterations, it was the Xu and Newman
Mesh Smoothing that always produced a mesh with a higher percentage of triangles
that had a better angle ratio.
Table 4.17 shows the experiment results for the Holey Pie Slice mesh. It can
be seen from the table that when both algorithms were run for single iterations, it
was the Xu and Newman mesh smoothing that produced a mesh that had a higher
percentage of triangles with a better angle ratio. But, when the mesh obtained after
two iterations of the Zhou and Shimada mesh smoothing was compared against the
mesh obtained after a single iteration of the Xu and Newman mesh smoothing, we
found that the Zhou and Shimada mesh smoothing produced a mesh that had a
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higher percentage of triangles with a better angle ratio. It can also be observed from
the table that when both algorithms were run for same number of iterations, it was
the Xu and Newman mesh smoothing that always produced a mesh with a higher
percentage of triangles that had a better angle ratio.
Table 4.17: Relative Triangle Quality, Holey Pie Slice Experiments
Xu and Newman
Iterations
% of Triangles
with better angle
ratio
1
60
1
44.54
2
66.81

Zhou and Shimada
Iterations
% of Triangles
with better angle
ratio
1
40
2
55.45
2
33.18

Table 4.18 shows the experiment results for the Sandia Fork mesh. It can
be seen from the table that when both algorithms were run for single iterations, it
was the Xu and Newman mesh smoothing that produced the mesh that had a higher
percentage of triangles with a better angle ratio. But, when the of two iterations of
the Zhou and Shimada mesh smoothing was compared against the of single iteration
of the Xu and Newman mesh smoothing, we found that the Zhou and Shimada mesh
smoothing produced a mesh that had a higher percentage of triangles with a better
angle ratio. It can also be observed from the table that when both algorithms were
run for same number of iterations, it was the Xu and Newman Mesh Smoothing that
always produced a mesh with a higher percentage of triangles that had a better angle
ratio.
Table 4.19 shows the experiment results for the Marcus Garvie’s Lake Alpha
with Beta Island mesh. It can be seen from the table that mesh obtained after single
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Table 4.18: Relative Triangle Quality, Sandia Fork Experiments
Xu and Newman
Iterations
% of Triangles
with better angle
ratio
1
67.06
1
47.92
2
65.28

Zhou and Shimada
Iterations
% of Triangles
with better angle
ratio
1
31.75
2
50.88
3
33.53

iteration of the Xu and Newman mesh smoothing had a higher percentage of triangles
with better angle ratio than the mesh obtained after two iterations of the Zhou and
Shimada mesh smoothing. However, when the mesh obtained after three iterations
of the Zhou and Shimada mesh smoothing was compared against the mesh obtained
after single iteration of the Xu and Newman mesh smoothing, we found that the Zhou
and Shimada mesh smoothing produced the mesh that had a higher percentage of
triangles with a better angle ratio.

Table 4.19: Relative Triangle Quality, Marcus Garvie’s Lake Alpha with Beta Island
Experiments
Xu and Newman
Iterations
% of Triangles
with better angle
ratio
1
70.01
1
52.68
1
37.96

Zhou and Shimada
Iterations
% of Triangles
with better angle
ratio
1
28.06
2
45.39
3
60.11

Table 4.20 shows the experiment results for the Zhu Wang’s Square mesh. It
can be seen from the table that when both algorithms were run for a single iteration,
it was the Xu and Newman mesh smoothing that produced a mesh that had a higher
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Table 4.20: Relative Triangle Quality, Zhu Wang’s Square Experiments
Xu and Newman
Iterations
% of Triangles
with better angle
ratio
1
57.88
1
43.12
2
58.44

Zhou and Shimada
Iterations
% of Triangles
with better angle
ratio
1
41.55
2
56.36
2
41.10

percentage of triangles with a better angle ratio. However, when the mesh obtained
after two iterations of the Zhou and Shimada mesh smoothing was compared against
a single iteration of the Xu and Newman mesh smoothing, we found that the Zhou
and Shimada produced a mesh that had a higher precentage of triangles with a better
angle ratio. It can also be observed from the table that when both algorithms were
run for the same number of iterations, it was the Xu and Newman mesh smoothing
that always produced a mesh that had a higher percentage of triangles with a better
angle ratio.
Table 4.21 shows the experiment results for the Lake Superior mesh. It can be
seen from the table that when both algorithms were run for same number of iterations,
it was the Zhou and Shimada mesh smoothing the produced a mesh that had a higher
percentage of triangles with a better angle ratio.

4.9.2

Case Study 2
In the second case study, we calculated the number of iterations required for

the convergance of the Xu and Newman mesh smoothing and the Zhou and Shimada
mesh smoothing. Table 4.22 shows such results for the meshes we have tested. For
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Table 4.21: Relative Triangle Quality, Lake Superior Experiments
Xu and Newman
Iterations
% of Triangles
with better angle
ratio
1
46.81
2
44.43
3
43.33

Zhou and Shimada
Iterations
% of Triangles
with better angle
ratio
1
50.52
2
52.89
3
54

the Xu and Newman mesh smoothing, the total number of iterations required for
convergence ranges from 5 to 24. For the Zhou and Shimada mesh smoothing, the
total number of iterations required for convergence ranges from 81 to 730.

Table 4.22: Iterations required for convergance
Mesh name

Superellipse
Holey Pie Slice
John Shadid H
Sandia Fork
Marcus Garvie’s
Lake Alpha w/
Beta Island
Zhu
Wang’s
Square
Lake Superior

Iterations,
Iterations,
Xu and Newman Zhou and
mada
24
128
24
202
10
247
8
81
25
243

5

730

10

91

Shi-

Next in this case study, we calculated the weighted average number of iterations for both algorithms using the result obtained in Table 4.22. We used weighing
factor the total number of internal vertices. The weighted average number of iterations for the Zhou and Shimada mesh smoothing was 331. The weighted average
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number of iterations for the Xu and Newman mesh smoothing was 10. In our second
experiment in case study 2, we ran the Zhou and Shimada mesh smoothing for 331
iterations and the Xu and Newman mesh smoothing for 10 iterations on the DMC
machine and on the Fermi M2070 GPU. After that, we compared the two algorithms
using two metrics. They are execution time for the respective number of iterations
and percentage of triangles with a better angle ratio.
The results of this experiment is shown in Tables 4.23 through 4.25. It can be
seen in Table 4.23 that the Zhou and Shimada mesh smoothing produced a mesh that
had a higher percentage of triangles with a better angle ratio for ﬁve out of total seven
meshes. It can be seen from Table 4.24 that the execution time for the Zhou and
Shimada mesh smoothing was higher than the Xu and Newman smoothing on DMC
machine. However, the execution time of the Zhou and Shimada mesh smoothing was
lower than the Xu and Newman smoothing on Fermi M2070.

Table 4.23: Relative Triangle Quality, Weighted Average Number of iterations Experiments
Input mesh

Superellipse
Holey Pie Slice
John Shadid’s H
Sandia Fork
Marcus Garvie’s Lake
Alpha w/ Beta Island
Zhu Wang’s Square
Lake Superior

Xu and Newman
(% of Triangles
with better angle
ratio)
76.8
39.09
38.02
46.15
48.28

Zhou
and
Shimada(% of Triangles with better
angle ratio)
23.2
60.90
61.09
52.66
49.79

31.27
71.37

68.41
25.95
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Table 4.24: Relative Execution Time, Weighted Average Number of Iterations Experiments on DMC
Input mesh

Superellipse
Holey Pie Slice
John Shadid’s H
Sandia Fork
Marcus Garvie’s Lake
Alpha w/ Beta Island
Zhu Wang’s Square
Lake Superior

Xu and Newman
on DMC
(Time in secs)
0.01
0.018
0.008
0.004
0.005

Zhou and Shimada
on DMC
(Time in secs)
0.17
0.02
0.09
0.05
0.08

0.012
0.01

0.20
0.16

Table 4.25: Relative Execution Time, Weighted Average Number of Iterations Experiments on GPU

4.9.3

Input mesh

Xu and Newman
Fermi
M2070
(Time in msec)

Superellipse
Holey Pie Slice
John Shadid’s H
Sandia Fork
Marcus Garvie’s Lake
Alpha w/ Beta Island
Zhu Wang’s Square
Lake Superior

27.47
25.81
31.14
30.78
35.41

Zhou
and
Shimada’s
Fermi
M2070
(Time in msec)
6.3
5.7
7.6
7.20
7.9

30.45
42.37

9.10
8.50

Case Study 3
In the third case study, we ran the Xu and Newman mesh smoothing and the

Zhou and Shimada mesh smoothing for 1000 iterations. We compared both of these
algorithms using four metrics namely, percentage of triangles with better angle ratio,
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ﬁfth percentile of the angle ratio, third percentile of the angle ratio and the second
percentile of the angle ratio.

Table 4.26: Relative Triangle Quality, 1000 Iterations Experiments
Input mesh

Superellipse
Holey Pie Slice
John Shadid’s H
Sandia Fork
Marcus Garvie’s Lake
Alpha w/ Beta Island
Zhu Wang’s Square
Lake Superior

Xu and Newman
(% of Triangles
with better angle
ratio)
65.33
54.09
51.46
50.49
52.27

Zhou and Shimada
(% of Triangles
with better angle
ratio)
34.66
45.90
47.66
48.32
45.80

32.15
63.03

67.52
34.30

Table 4.26 shows the comparisons of both of these algorithms using the metric
percentage of triangles with a better angle ratio. It can be seen from the table that
the Xu and Newman mesh smoothing produced a mesh that had a higher percentage
of triangles with a better angle ratio for six out of total seven meshes.
Table 4.27 shows the comparisons of both of these algorithms using the second
percentile of the angle ratio. It can be seen from the table that the Xu and Newman
mesh smoothing had a better second percentile of the angle ratio for four out of total
seven meshes. For the two meshes both algorithms had same second percentile of the
angle ratio.
Table 4.28 shows the comparisons of both of these algorithms using the third
percentile of the angle ratio. It can be seen from the table that the Zhou and Shimada
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Table 4.27: Relative Second Percentile of Angle Ratio, 1000 Iterations Experiments
Input mesh

Superellipse
Holey Pie Slice
John Shadid’s H
Sandia Fork
Marcus Garvie’s Lake
Alpha w/ Beta Island
Zhu Wang’s Square
Lake Superior

Xu and Newman
(2nd percentile of
angle ratio)
0.497521
0.49265
0.472375
0.455289
0.169808

Zhou and Shimada
(2nd percentile of
angle ratio)
0.492221
0.491877
0.472375
0.455289
0.167644

0.471833
0.253538

0.472284
0.239803

mesh smoothing had a better third percentile of the angle ratio for four out of total
seven meshes.

Table 4.28: Relative third Percentile of Angle Ratio, 1000 Iterations Experiments
Input mesh

Superellipse
Holey Pie Slice
John
Shadid’s
H
shaped
Sandia Fork
Marcus Garvie’s Lake
Alpha w/ Beta Island
Zhu Wang’s Square
Lake Superior

Xu and Newman
(3rd percentile of
angle ratio)
0.499306
0.499854
0.47404

Zhou and Shimada
(3rd percentile of
angle ratio)
0.498473
0.497483
0.477288

0.459037
0.179248

0.462154
0.178729

0.583046
0.262708

0.583109
0.25349

Table 4.29 shows the comparisons of both of these algorithms using the ﬁfth
percentile of the angle ratio. It can be seen from the table that the Zhou and Shimada
mesh smoothing had a better ﬁfth percentile of the angle ratio for three out of total
seven meshes.
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Table 4.29: Relative ﬁfth Percentile of Angle Ratio, 1000 Iterations Experiments
Input mesh

Superellipse
Holey Pie Slice
John
Shadid’s
H
shaped
Sandia Fork
Marcus Garvie’s Lake
Alpha w/ Beta Island
Zhu Wang’s Square
Lake Superior
4.9.4

Xu and Newman
(5th percentile of
angle ratio)
0.532922
0.546265
0.48244

Zhou and Shimada
(5th percentile of
angle ratio)
0.527695
0.547561
0.42864

0.508716
0.248847

0.508716
0.245787

0.691263
0.29054

0.692934
0.281502

Case Study 4
In the fourth case study, we determine the total number of iterations the Xu

and Newman mesh smoothing and the Zhou and Shimada mesh smoothing can run
in 1000 milliseconds on the Fermi M2070 GPU. We also compared both algorithms
using metric angle ratio for the mesh obtained after 1000 milliseconds.
Table 4.30 shows total number of iterations each of these algorithms can run
in 1000 milliseconds. It can be seen from table that the total number of iterations
for the Zhou and Shimada mesh smoothing algorithm can run ranges from 8246 to
13471. Also, the total number of iterations for the Xu and Newman mesh smoothing
algorithm can run ranges from 1387 to 1879.
Table 4.31 shows the comparisons of both of these algorithms using the metric
percentage of triangles with better angle ratio. It can be seen from the table that the
Xu and Newman mesh smoothing produced a mesh that had a higher percentage of
triangles with a better angle ratio for six out of the seven meshes.
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Table 4.30: Relative Number of Iterations, 1000 msec Experiments
Input mesh

Superellipse
Holey Pie Slice
John
Shadid’s
H
shaped
Sandia Fork
Marcus Gravie’s Lake
Alpha w/ Beta Island
Zhu Wang’s Square
Lake Superior

Xu and Newman
(Iterations in 1000
msec)
1561
1682
1865

Zhou and Shimada
(Iterations in 1000
msec)
12799
13471
11215

1387
1879

11304
9685

1436
1649

10776
8246

Table 4.31: Relative Triangle Quality, 1000 msec Experiments
Input mesh

Superellipse
Holey Pie Slice
John Shadid’s
Sandia Fork
Marcus Gravie’s Lake
Alpha w/ Beta Island
Zhu Wang’s Square
Lake Superior

Xu and Newman
(% of triangles with
better angle ratio)
66.4
52.72
51.20
52.46
52.82

Zhou and Shimada
(% of triangles with
better angle ratio)
33.6
47.27
47.90
46.35
45.25

32.84
63.73

66.83
33.60
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

In this thesis, we have shown that an approach of converting the input data
into a particular representation can enable good use of the parallelism present on a
GPU. This representation, which was introduced here, uses a neighbor list.
Three 2D mesh smoothing algorithms were considered for parallelization. They
are the Laplacian Mesh Smoothing Algorithm, the Zhou and Shimada Mesh Smoothing Algorithm and the Xu and Newman Mesh Smoothing Algorithm. The smoothing
process conducted using these smoothing algorithms only changes the position of internal vertices. In our approaches, internal vertices are detected using two methods.
They are, namely, Detecting Internal Vertices: Method 1 and Detecting Internal Vertices: Method 2. Between these two methods, the later method is faster and more
eﬃcient than the former method. To our knowledge, the work here is the ﬁrst time
Zhou and Shimada and Newman and Xu smoothings have been parallelized.
This thesis has also proposed two approaches for designing a CUDA kernel for
parallel execution of the 2D mesh smoothing algorithms. One approach used a single
thread per internal vertex. The other approach used multiple threads per internal
vertex. We have presented experiments that show that single thread per internal
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vertex approach was applicable to all three mesh smoothing algorithms we considered. The multiple thread per internal vertex approach was only appropriate for one
of the three mesh smoothing algorithms (the Zhou and Shimada Mesh Smoothing
Algorithm). This thesis has also reported the eﬃciency of single thread per internal vertex versus multiple thread per internal vertex approaches for the Zhou and
Shimada Mesh Smoothing. Our experiment indicated that the single thread per internal vertex approach performs better than the multiple threads per internal vertex
approach by a factor of 1.6 on the cluster machine available to us.
Further, we proposed two variations of the single thread per internal vertex
approach for the Xu and Newman mesh smoothing algorithm, one using shared memory and the other without using shared memory. Our experiments indicate that the
single thread per vertex approach performs better using shared memory than without
using shared memory by a factor of 1.23 on the cluster machine available to us.
In this thesis, the approaches proposed for smoothing a mesh on a GPU are
applicable to 2D meshes. In the future, we hope to consider 3D meshes. Also, the
introduction of new GPU with more capabilities and features could allow for more
sophisticated parallel approaches for mesh smoothing to be developed. For example,
the Kepler GPU allows use of both MPI (Message Passing Interface) and CUDA. In
the future it may be possible to improve performance of mesh smoothing algorithms
using parallel approaches that take advantage of both MPI and CUDA.
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